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Abstract

In healthy ageing, capacity declines in the neural, muscular, and skeletal systems, and each system decline has its effect on the execution of complex motor tasks. This decline in capacity can result in the inability to stand up (sit-to-stand, sit-to-walk), which is a key movement for independence. The mechanisms leading to mobility limitations or inabilities are complex, overlapping, and interdependent and the complementary fields of biomechanics, motor control, and physiology need to be combined to understand these mechanisms. The aim of this review is to provide an overview of the current knowledge of age-related compensation in standing up and to consider the limitations of these results when analysing standing up in daily life using the Capacity, Reserve, Movement Objectives, and Compensation (CaReMoOC) framework that combines biomechanics, motor control, and physiology. A literature search was performed in the search engine Scopus, using the keywords and their synonyms: strateg*({approach, technique, way}) AND, sit-to-walk OR sit-to-stand OR rise (raise, arise, stand, stand-up) AND chair (seat). Inclusion criteria were: biomechanics or motor control on sit-to-stand or sit-to-walk in healthy and/or frail adults (<60y) and elderly (>60y), and/or osteoarthritis patients as a specific case of ageing related decline. The review shows that movement compensations in standing up manifest as changes in planned trajectory (Compensation by Selection) and in muscle recruitment (Compensation by Reorganisation). However, as most studies in the literature typically use standardized experimental protocols where movement compensation is restricted, these studies cannot be directly translated to functional tasks, such as the mobility of the elderly in their homes, communities, and clinic. Compensation must be included in future studies in order to facilitate clinical translation. Specifically, future studies in the standing up task should 1) determine the effect of varying arm use strategies (e.g., armrests, knees, chair, cane) on trunk and both lower limb and upper limb joint loading, 2) analyse control strategies in elderly people, 3) determine the biomechanical implications of asymmetry, and 4) incorporate assessments of age-related physical and neural decline as well as changes in psychological priorities.
1. Introduction

Prolonging independence for older adults is a major concern for our ageing societies (1). One of the more important movements in daily-life is standing up, for example, getting up from a chair, getting out of bed, or leaving the toilet. When standing up can no longer be performed independently, then in-home care or moving to a care facility is required. The timed-up-and-go test (TUG), which times patients while standing up from a chair, walking 6m, and sitting back on the chair, is used when quantifying frailty as part of a validated scale (2), demonstrating the importance of this task. The mechanisms that contribute to mobility impairments in standing up are complex, overlapping, and interdependent. Consequently, the fields of biomechanics, motor control, and physiology must be combined to understand these mechanisms.

The recently-introduced CaReMoOC general framework describes mechanisms of movement limitations in the context of strict definitions of neuromusculoskeletal capacity, reserve, movement objectives, and compensation and their combinations (3). Neuro-musculoskeletal (NMSK) capacity is defined as the physiological abilities of the neuro-musculoskeletal system. Capacity accumulates due to genetic and/or environmental factors up to a point around mid-twenties at which healthy age-related decline sets in. Reserve is the task-specific difference between capacity and task demand. Within the redundancy of capacity and reserve, humans both consciously and unconsciously decide on movement strategies. To reach a movement goal, in this case standing up, there are several feasible strategies within this capacity to reach this goal each with their own task demands, for example standing up with or without using arms. The applied motion strategy of humans considers metabolic energy consumption, speed, safety (e.g. stability margins), and/or pain avoidance, which are jointly referred to as the movement objectives.

With healthy ageing NMSK capacity declines. This decline is apparent in the neural, muscular, and skeletal systems and each have their effect on the execution of complex motor tasks. For a specific
task, humans have NMSK reserve, so that, if NMSK capacity reduces, the task is not necessarily impaired. Moreover, humans have multiple compensation strategies to meet the task goal. These compensation strategies can be based on Compensation by Selection, which is a changed movement trajectory, for example using arms to stand up, or Compensation by Reorganisation, which is an altered muscle recruitment, for example using greater levels of co-contraction. There are two reasons for compensation; Compensation for Capacity, when capacity does not meet the task demands, or Compensation for Movement Objectives, due to a change in psychological priorities, for example due to an increased fear of falling.

Knowledge of reserve and compensation are of importance to maintain mobility in elderly people as compensation strategies that are beneficial in the short-term may become detrimental for the capacity in the long-term. Understanding the interrelationship between decline in capacity and compensation strategies will improve the prevention of mobility impairments and support clinicians in their rehabilitation practice. In this systematic review we apply CaReMoOC to the standing-up movement to: provide an overview of the current knowledge of age-related compensation in standing up; identify the limitations of the current state of knowledge; and propose experimental studies to address these limitations.
2. Methods

A literature search was performed in the search engine Scopus, using the following keywords (and their synonyms): strateg* (approach, technique, way) AND, sit-to-walk, OR sit-to-stand, OR rise (raise, arise, stand, stand-up) AND chair (seat) (1st October 2019). Inclusion criteria were: biomechanics and motor control on sit-to-stand (STS) or sit-to-walk (STW) in healthy and frail adults (<60y) and elderly (>60y), osteoarthritis patients, and full papers. Non-English articles were excluded. Although the review was targeted at healthy ageing, osteoarthritis patients were also included, as this pathology is highly prevalent (over 50% of adults over 65-year of age (4)) in elderly people and research on this topic is extensive. The reference lists were reviewed for any missing articles from the database search. 1315 articles were found, of which 127 fulfilled the inclusion criteria. These comprised 105 experimental, 7 review, and 15 modelling papers (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Number of articles categorized by a) study type, b) movement, c) arm restrictions and the kind of arm aid used in the studies. One study could use several arm aid positions. d) initial foot placement
The articles were then analysed in the CaReMoOC framework by first identifying the compensation strategies (step 1) that were considered (experimental set-up) and then identifying the causes for compensation strategies that were analysed. Articles were then categorized into Compensation for Capacity (step 2) (neural, muscular, skeletal) and/or Compensation for Movement Objectives (step 3) (energy, speed, pain, safety). With the structured knowledge on healthy age-related declining variables in capacity and shifted weighting of movement objectives from the framework (3), knowledge gaps on age-related compensation strategies in standing up are identified and recommendations for future research are made.
3. STEP 1: Compensation strategies

Step 1 identifies the compensation strategies that have been considered in literature, where compensation strategies are defined as movement alterations to compensate for a lack of capacity or a change in weighting of movement objectives in relation to a baseline, for example a previous state or a control group. The age-related compensation strategies identified for standing up include: trunk movements, arm movements, pacing (related to a stop in between standing and walking), and asymmetry.

Several aspects of these compensation strategies in standing up are poorly reflected in existing research. As the design of an experiment is a trade-off between replication of daily practice to allow for clinical translation and standardization of the protocol to improve repeatability, robustness, and comparability, most prior studies have typically used standardized experimental protocols, restricting aspects of compensation. These experimental protocols facilitate comparison between groups and studies but limits their translation to characterising mobility of the elderly in their homes, communities, and clinics.

3.1 Arm and trunk strategies

When arm movement is restricted, sit-to-stand strategies are described by four variables: trunk flexion, velocity of the centre of mass (COM), and the distance between the COM and the base of support (BOS). With these variables, three observed strategies have been described: momentum transfer (MT), exaggerated trunk flexion (ETF), and dominant vertical rise (DVR) (Figure 2).

The MT strategy is characterised by upper-body flexion at lift-off and continuing through the initiation of knee extension, with a smooth transition to simultaneous back and knee extension (5). This strategy is characterised by a maximum horizontal COM velocity of over 10 cm/s and a reduction in the COM/BOS (base of support) distance of no more than 5cm before lift-off (6). Hughes and Schenkman
and Scarborough et al. found that this strategy was used by 50% (11/22) and 68% (65/95) of their participants, respectively (Table 1).

The ETF strategy is described as an exaggerated trunk flexion prior to lift-off, frequently followed by further trunk flexion that places the COM over the BOS during lift-off and results in delayed trunk extension during the final transition to erect posture (5). This strategy uses little horizontal momentum, relying mostly on the knee musculature to extend the knee. Hughes et al. described this strategy as the ‘stabilization strategy’ with maximum horizontal COM velocities of less than 7.5 cm/s and reducing the COM/BOS distance more than 5cm prior to lift-off. This group used several other preparatory movements to position themselves for rising; generally, participants moved the buttocks forward and feet backward, moved the trunk slowly forward and then extending to the standing position. The peak horizontal accelerations of the COM for the ETF strategy are less than half of the MT strategy (7). ETF was used by 18% (4/22) and 17% (16/95) of the participants in the studies of Hughes and Schenkman and Scarborough et al., respectively (Table 1).

The dominant vertical rise (DVR) strategy shows a stagnation of forward trunk flexion immediately at lift-off, followed by dominant vertical COM displacement and knee-hip extension, with trunk extension movement delayed until after knee-hip extension is complete (5). Scarborough et al. reports that 15% (14/95) of their participants used this strategy. The strategy was not described by Hughes and Schenkmann (1996); they only described the ‘combined category group’ with participants who did not fall in the MT or ETF category (32% of the participants; 7/22; Table 1). This combined category group reduced the COM to BOS distance prior to lift-off, but still required momentum to achieve the standing position.

To date, no direct relationship has been found between NMSK capacity and these compensation strategies (5).

Only eight out of the 120 studies allowed the use of arms (push-off) in their experimental set-ups, which poorly reflects the actual prevalence of applied strategies in daily life (Table 2). Studies with unrestricted arm movements have mostly been observational studies focusing on two key points: the
necessity of using arms (mostly related to Compensation for Capacity), and the preference of using arms (mostly related to Compensation for Movement Objectives). With a seat at knee height almost half of the healthy elderly population (48%) were unable to stand up without the use of arms (8). In a study on osteoarthritis (OA) patients, more than 80% of the participants was unable to stand-up without the use of arms (9). In repetitive trials looking into preferred strategies in standing up, adults use inconsistent strategies over the trials (10). Healthy adults frequently used their arms of which 20% pushed off on the chair, 60% pushed off on the knees, and 50% used an arm swing in one or more trials (11) (Table 1). In OA patients, 83% used an arm push-off in one or more trials (50% of the OA patients used a knee push-off and 42% used a chair push off in one or more trials (11).

*These observational studies show that unrestricted arms in experimental protocols would better reflect daily-life activity and therefore better translate to clinical practice.*
Figure 2 a) The common way to describe standing-up in four phases (6). Phase 1 - flexion-momentum phase: begins with initiation of the movement and ends just before the buttocks leave the chair (lift-off); note that prior to this visible onset of the STS movement, anticipatory actions can be noted (16,17). The head-arms-trunk segments are the main contributors to the body’s forward propulsion prior to lift-off during STS. Phase 2 - momentum-transfer phase: begins as the buttocks are lifted from the seat of the chair and ends when maximum ankle dorsiflexion is achieved. Phase 3 - extension phase: initiates just after maximal ankle dorsiflexion and is completed when the hip first ceases to extend. Phase 4 - stabilization phase: begins just after the hip-extension velocity reaches 0°/sec and continues until all motion associated with stabilization from rising is completed. In the STW motion, Phase 4 starts when the heel of the swing leg leaves the ground and ends with the next contact between the heel and the floor (18). b) Momentum Transfer (MT), c) Exaggerated Trunk Flexion (ETF), d) Dominant Vertical Rise (DVR).
Table 1 Overview of studies categorizing STS and STW strategies while standing up from a chair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Seat height (% refers to knee height)</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>No arms</th>
<th>Arm swing</th>
<th>Push off arms</th>
<th>Unable to rise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hughes and Schenkman (1996)</td>
<td>six heights: STS 43.2-55 cm</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>72 (65-105)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarborough et al. (2007)</td>
<td>100% STS</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>MT: 75.34±7.32 ETF: 74.02±6.66 DVR: 75.59±5.62</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazza et al. (2004)</td>
<td>80% STS</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>78.1±8</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% STS</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>78.1±8</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120% STS</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>78.1±8</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komaris et al. (2018)</td>
<td>100%* STW 46±7.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%* STW</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>OA:70±5.3</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolecka et al. (2015)***</td>
<td>46 cm STS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79.5 (69-90)</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 cm** STS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79.5 (69-90)</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown are the percentages of participants that used a specific strategy. In Hughes and Schenkman and Scarborough et al. the use of arms was restricted (arms were crossed over chest). In Mazza et al. the participants were asked to perform a sit-to-stand task, without arms, if unable to rise then swinging arms was allowed, if still unable to rise participants could push using their arms (on thighs or seat). In Komaris et al. an armless seat was used, and there were no restrictions on the use of arms. Their participants performed several trials, noted is the percentage of participants that used a certain strategy in any of these trials. MT = Momentum Transfer, ETF = Exaggerated Trunk Flexion, DVR = Dominant Vertical Rise, Co. = Combined; AC = Arms on seat of chair push-off; AK = Arms through knee push-off; AR = armrest

*Participants performed one to five trials (dependent on their capabilities). If a participant was unable to rise to a standing position, the chair was re-adjusted to 115% of knee height.

** Table in front

*** Percentage of trials not participants. Each participant performed three trials.

- This strategy was not allowed in the experiment

.. strategy was not further specified
Table 2  Compensation strategies for studies that permitted unrestricted arm movements in sit-to-stand or sit-to-walk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>arm rest</th>
<th>push-off technique</th>
<th>paper outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis et al. (1984)</td>
<td>X*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Knee forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolecka et al. (2015)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Observing incidence of arm use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy elderly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazza et al. (2004)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Observing incidence of arm use (instruction: avoid using arms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung and Chang (2009)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Analysing trunk angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith et al. (2019a)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Upper and lower limb muscle and joint loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith et al. (2019b)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Site-specific muscle weakness and standing up performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA elderly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson et al. (2013)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower limb muscle activation (instruction: avoid using arms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komaris et al. (2018)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Observing incidence of arm use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* not explicitly mentioned where participants pushed off
3.2 Assumed symmetry

The second main compensation strategy identified in the literature is asymmetry. With biomechanical asymmetry we refer to asymmetric movement or force applied by contralateral limbs in any of the three movement planes. In the reviewed studies, bilateral symmetry was often assumed (and constrained) by restricting arm movements and analysing a single plane, usually the sagittal-plane, while there is also movement in the frontal plane (19). Foot positioning of the participants was mostly (111/120) fixed in a symmetrical position (Figure 1), shoulder width apart, with the knee angle at 90° and moving the feet during the trial was restricted. A fixed position of the feet at 90° knee angle influences the COM velocity at seat off (20). Anterior foot placement requires high velocities at seat off, directly followed by a backward deceleration, whereas in posterior foot placement close to the centre of mass, such large velocities are unstable (7,21,22). The sequence of movement also differs with foot placement; with an anterior placement the trunk extends first followed by the hip joint and then the knee joint, whereas posterior placement results in a pattern in which the knee joint extends first, followed by the trunk and the hip joint (21,22). Also muscle recruitment varies with foot position (21,22).

Significant bilateral asymmetry in healthy participants in movement (feet, arms, trunk), reaction force (feet and arms), and muscle activations during standing up have been reported (10,17,19,23,24). The initial positioning of the participants is critical in evaluating biomechanical asymmetry, because when participants were allowed to use their preferred STW strategy in repeated trials, 50% of adults and 17% of OA patients used an asymmetric initial foot positioning in one or more trials (13). Therefore, it is possible that asymmetric foot positioning could be beneficial when the rising and walking task are merged, as the feet are then ideally placed to unload the rear foot during forward COM acceleration, initiating swing. There is also evidence that asymmetric loading of the limbs is a compensatory action to shorten the reaction time in case of a balance recovery in quiet stance (25).
The effects and possible benefits of biomechanical asymmetry strategies on joint loading throughout the body, and potential implications for long-term joint degeneration, have therefore not yet been quantified. Restricting asymmetry and preferred foot placement in the experimental protocol limits the available compensation movement strategies of the participants, and therefore may not reflect daily life activities.
3.3 Restricted pacing: fixed end-goal

Most studies evaluated standing-up with stand as an end-goal (113/120) (Figure 1), rather than STW with walking as an end-goal. However, in daily life people often do not pause between a standing up motion and walking. Typical of sit-to-walk strategies is that the first step is initiated before the body is fully extended, and people consistently use the same foot to initiate swing (16,26). The motor control is also different: STW requires merging of a discrete task (standing up from a chair) with a rhythmic task (walking) and these two tasks overlap near the instant of seat-off. The mechanics of STS and STW are different: the vertical ground reaction force is significantly different between the two feet in the STW task, but not in STS (26). In the anterior-posterior direction both STS and STW show a propulsive impulse followed by a braking impulse during standing-up. However, during the rising phase of STW, this impulse rapidly transitions to propulsion again to initiate walking (26).

With these differences in timing, control and mechanics, the ageing process causes difficulty in merging the rising and walking tasks (16,27). This difficulty in merging implies that a pause in between tasks could be a compensation for the lack of NMSK reserve. No studies were found analysing the absence of merging in relation to reserve, although one study reports that there was no significant effect of the isokinetic strength (muscular capacity) of the knee flexors/extensors and dorsiflexors on the basis of the existence of a sudden stop in between rising and walking in the elderly (18). The lack of fluidity of the motion has been found in stroke patients (28,29) and it has been hypothesized that poor balance is one of the reasons why stroke patients are unable to begin walking fluently from the sitting position (28). Clinical advice is to perform STW in a fluent motion, but in the case of instability caused by dizziness due to neurological or cardiovascular conditions, people may learn to compensate by pausing during the stabilization phase before continuing with walking or other activities (30).

As STS is a different task than STW both in mechanics and control, the lack of research in this latter movement limits the practical translation of research output to daily life practice. Research should aim to close this gap by investigating the STW motion.
4. STEP 2: Compensation for Capacity

Step 1 showed the possible compensation strategies and limitations of experimental protocols. Appreciating these existing limitations, Step 2 in applying the CaReMoOC framework is to capture the current knowledge on Compensation for Capacity. This form of compensation relates to task-performance enhancing recruitment of NMSK resources in response to a relatively high task demand. Compensation for Capacity occurs when (part of the) capacity does not meet the task demands of the lowest cost strategy (global minimum). As a result, the next best strategy will be selected (local minimum).

4.1 Muscular capacity

Muscle strength and power reduces with age, which is one of the contributors to an inability to stand up. Muscle loss is site specific and likely related to daily life activities (Figure 3). Several methods have been used to quantify muscle strength in relation to standing-up: 1) isometric or isokinetic strength tests (9,18,23,31–36), 2) handgrip strength measures (37,38), 3) reducing muscle strength through exercise (39), 4) modelling (40–42), and 5) adding mass to change the load/capacity ratio (43–45).

Many studies have found clear relationships between strategies in standing up and isometric and/or isokinetic strength tests. Higher isokinetic strength of the knee extensors was associated with smaller trunk flexion during STW (18), although this relation was not found for the isometric strength of the knee extensors during STS (23). In addition, isometric hip extension strength did not show a correlation with trunk flexion in STS (23), however, when the hip extensor strength was determined by the maximum weight that could be lifted no more than one time with acceptable form, more hip extensor strength was associated with a more upright trunk at lift-off in STS (31). This latter study has its limitations in how the hip strength was derived, so this conclusion may not be as robust.

Handgrip strength has proven to be a useful tool to identify people at risk of mobility limitations (46) as a surrogate for overall muscle strength (38). Lower handgrip strength is weakly but significantly correlated with a longer STS duration and with a larger trunk flexion before seat off (37). In the
extension phase, the maximum angular velocity of the trunk was higher and the vertical velocity lower for people with lower handgrip strength. However, as relative muscular decline varies between people (31), these correlative results might not be relevant for large numbers of subjects.

*Muscle strength reduction* has been studied via exercise-induced muscle damage (39). The study showed that the duration of STS and maximum trunk flexion angle increased with reduced muscle strength, and peak ankle dorsiflexion, and knee extension and knee flexion decreased (due to a reduced knee joint range of motion). Also, the vertical ground reaction force decreased after induced muscle damage, which was reflected in the knee and hip moment and power reduction. As muscle damage can also result in pain, compensation strategies found in this study were likely altered to reduce pain as well due to muscle strength reduction.

Some studies studied muscle weakness by *adding mass to change the load/capacity ratio* (43–45). However, these cannot be directly applied to the change of load/capacity as observed with ageing. Muscle strength capacity in elderly people declines at different rates between muscle groups (31). Therefore, these experimental protocols do not allow for realistic compensation strategies reflective of ageing.

*Musculoskeletal modelling* is an excellent tool to support the research of muscle weakness and movement strategies (24,40,47). When experimental studies have measurement limitations, modelling can complement measurements and observations with movement simulations. For example, Bobbert et al. (2016) used a predictive four-link two-dimensional rigid body model with nine muscle-tendon actuators to investigate successful STS despite weakness of muscles. These simulations demonstrated that a reduced muscle strength of up to 45% (all muscles) can still lead to a successful task completion without the use of arms. However, the cost of rising (muscle activation squared as an indication of energy expenditure), was more than 2.5 times higher in the weakened simulations compared to the baseline model. Unfortunately, muscle weaknesses greater than 45% and selective muscle atrophy were not simulated, whereas higher measured muscle strength reductions of up to 58% in certain muscle groups in elderly women have been found (31). These results raise the question
of whether introducing larger muscle strength reductions and muscle group specific reductions would have led to the (in)ability of arm-restricted rising of this model.

One study recently analysed the joint and muscle forces of standing up with and without the use of armrests using upper- and lower limb musculoskeletal models in sit-to-stand for young, middle-aged, and older adults (41). Lacking actual strength measurements, the strength profiles of the musculoskeletal models were adjusted based on average values from literature: 25±5% force reduction for the upper limb, and 37±9.7% force reduction for lower limb. The peak glenohumeral joint reaction force while using the armrests was significantly higher in older compared to young adults, despite no difference of the hand reaction forces measured on the armrests. This result could be the result of Compensation by Reorganisation, and/or a difference in shoulder anatomy. Their results confirm that older adults compensate in standing up without arms by reducing the knee joint and extensor loading and increased use of hip extensors and plantarflexors. Another study by the same group showed that selective muscle weakness of the serratus anterior was a key determinant of mobility in STS, by simulating muscle weakness with an upper limb musculoskeletal model (42). By removing muscles from the model one by one, serratus anterior weakness proved to limit the movement most and required most compensatory actions from the other muscles, leading to high upper body joint reaction forces. Since the motion in this model is prescribed (measured kinematics), the model does not allow for compensation by selection (e.g. changing the movement slightly to compensate for the muscle weakness).

To summarize, there are moderate relationships between lower-limb strength and rising strategy. Larger knee and hip extension strength, and larger hand grip strength have been related to less trunk flexion while standing up. Actively reducing muscle strength leads to increased trunk flexion, decreased ground reaction forces, and longer rise times. These moderate relationships indicate that lower-limb strength is an important contributing factor in movement for the elderly. However, it is also clear that this strength is not the only contributing factor. Only one group evaluated the upper limb muscles and joint forces in standing up. Their results indicate that shoulder loading is higher in
older adults than in young, which emphasizes the need to further evaluate the upper limb muscle strength in relation to compensation in standing up. Their model indicates that serratus anterior weakness is the most debilitating upper limb muscle weakness for standing up.

Both experimental and modelling studies restricted compensation. Moreover, the studies investigating effects of muscle strength mostly evaluated (lower-limb) strength as an isolated variable, neglecting neural decline, skeletal decline, and psychological priority changes.
a. Age-related decline in muscle capacity

Figure 3: a) The loss of skeletal muscle mass is site-specific and is likely associated with the patterns of muscle activations that occur in daily life activity (31,48). b) Using a three-dimensional inverse musculoskeletal model, Caruthers et al. (2016) determined the muscle forces and recruitment, and their individual contributions to the body centre of mass (COM) accelerations in the vertical and horizontal direction during STS without arm aid in healthy young adults. The gluteus maximus (GMAX) (hip extension), the quadriceps (specifically the vastus lateralis; knee extension), and the soleus (SOL; ankle plantarflexion) have the highest muscle forces in STS (24). The vertical and forward accelerations are driven by the GMAX, biceps femoris long head, adductor magnus, and the plantarflexors. The vertical lift and stabilization/slow forward motion is controlled by the quadriceps and tibialis anterior (TA). The monoarticular hip and knee extensors shorten while active and thus contribute to the extending moments of these joints, as do the biarticular hamstring muscles (HAM) (49). However, the biarticular rectus femoris (RF) is active but has a very low shortening velocity, acting almost isometrically. It has been proposed that the function of RF demonstrates how muscles can act as tendons, transporting moments from the hip to the knee (50). The gastrocnemius (GAS) muscle may also transfer the moments from the knee to the ankle joint. This makes the co-contraction of the antagonist muscle an efficient way of transporting moments (49). Compensation by Reorganisation has been observed in the elderly (31,41,51), different velocity conditions in sit-to-stand (52,53), fallers (54) and in OA patients (34,53)

b. Age-related muscular compensation in sit-to-stand
4.2 Neural capacity

The neural system consists of the (peripheral) nervous system and the sensory feedback system, which can be divided into the visual, auditory, vestibular systems, and proprioception. In the standing-up movement, individual aspects from the neural system have been determined to test their effect on standing up. Age-related changes in the peripheral nervous system and hearing have not been widely studied in complex motor tasks and in the standing-up motion; this review found no studies that incorporated them in their experimental set-up. The effect of neural changes in these parts of the neural system on the compensation in standing-up remains, therefore, unknown.

Hurley et al. (1998) incorporated a measure of proprioception combined with a STW test (stand-up and walk along a level for 15.5m) in young, middle-aged and elderly groups. In the proprioceptive test, participants were asked to reproduce a previously positioned knee angle. Joint position sense in elderly subjects was worse than in the middle-aged and young, and as age increased the acuity decreased. The elderly also took significantly more time to perform the STW test, suggesting that there may be relationship between decline in joint position sense and movement performance in standing up, however there are certainly many other confounding factors, such as loss of muscle strength.

Older adults with poor binocular visual acuity show higher average foot pressures and absolute accelerations of the centre of pressure (indication of variation) during standing up compared to older adults with good visual binocular acuity (55). This result may indicate challenges with balance or a fear of falling in the poor vision acuity group. Fear of falling has previously been associated with poor vision acuity (56). However, no significant differences in standing up kinematics have been found in adults between eyes open and eyes closed conditions (57,58).

*Proprioception and visual acuity have been shown to play a role in compensation for stability (confidence and control). Because these neural elements have been studied as isolated factors in*
restricted experimental set-ups, other relevant factors that might interact with the compensation strategies identified in these studies cannot be ruled out.

### 4.3 Skeletal capacity

Compensation for skeletal capacity in complex motor tasks is not often considered. Although the changed mechanics of bone might not directly translate to the motor control of complex motor tasks, the consequences of change will affect movement. As the consequences of a fall are more severe in the elderly (increased fracture risk), there is an increased fear of falling. This greater fear results in greater emphasis on stability as a movement objective in the motor control of movement, which will be discussed in Section 5.

A combination of muscle stiffness and skeletal changes results in a reduction of joint range of motion (ROM) with ageing. The age-related reduced hip flexion ROM approaches the maximal angle used in STS (59). Elderly people also locate their feet more forward than young participants, which is more prevalent in elderly with OA than in healthy elderly participants and may be due to a reduced ROM in the knee and/or ankle joint (60).

Wear of the joints, or osteoarthritis (OA), results in pain with loading, which puts more emphasis on pain avoidance in selecting a movement strategy. The most prominent compensation strategy of unilateral knee and hip OA patients is asymmetry of movement (Compensation by Selection) (9,61–64). Knee OA patients bear additional weight on the unaffected side by leaning the trunk (lateral trunk lean) (61) or by using asymmetric arm movements (13). Pushing through the chair with the arm ipsilateral to the affected knee decreases the demand on lower limb extensors, while the arm on the contralateral side is used by swinging or pushing on the knee. Furthermore, knee OA patients showed significantly greater maximum trunk flexion (61,65). Greater trunk flexion allows participants to shift their centre of mass closer to the knee joint to decrease the external moment about the knee. The rise time of moderate to severe OA patients is generally longer than healthy elderly and adults (34,61),
with slower knee angular velocities. Moderate knee OA patients try to maintain the same movement trajectory as healthy individuals in standing up, resulting in increased antagonist activation, which is identified as Compensation by Reorganisation (9,34,53). This increased activation may increase knee stability, thus providing relief from pain and discomfort.

*Especially in OA patients (which is about 50% of the older population over 65 years), asymmetry, altered muscle recruitment, and foot positioning play an important role in compensation and should be incorporated in research studies. Altered trunk flexion strategies, which previously were shown to be related to muscle weakness, may also be related to pain avoidance in knee OA patients, and to the reduced joint range of motion of the hip, knee, and ankle joints.*
5. **STEP 3: Compensation for Movement Objectives**

Step 3 in applying the CaReMoOC framework to the standing up literature is to look at Compensation for Movement Objectives, which relates to the emergence of different movement strategies due to a shift in the weighting of movement objectives. The applied motion strategy of humans considers metabolic energy, speed, safety (e.g. stability margins), and/or pain avoidance. As different strategies assign a different weighting to each of these objectives, so the resulting movement strategies can vary profoundly (compensation) (3). Whilst appreciating that there are limitations in the experiments presented in the literature, this section describes the current knowledge on Compensation for Movement Objectives in standing up.

### 5.1 Energy

Recently a study was conducted using respiratory gas measurement to perform indirect calorimetry in STS (66). Results show that in young male adults the energy expenditure in sit-to-stand is 40% higher in slow (1-10 times per minute) standing up compared to normal (1-30 times per minute) standing up, and the energy expenditure increases with body height and weight (66). This result is in line with an earlier study that showed that the amplitude of integrated EMG signals of the vastus lateralis and the biceps femoris muscles are higher at slow compared to the fast movement conditions in STS (53).

Quantification of energy consumption or effort based on mechanics is complex and the literature is undecided on the most appropriate method (67). The measures most used in estimating relative effort in STS are measures in which the maximum torque measured in the sit-to-stand task is normalized to the maximum voluntary isometric torque (6,68). Alternatively, the measured torques can be normalized to a theoretical maximum joint torque, based on joint angle and angular velocity (69). In terms of inter-lower-limb relative effort, the relative effort is highest for the knee when measured in a mixed group of young and older adults (70).
5.2 Speed

In some movements and situations, such as in sports, speed is the main movement objective. In contrast, in daily life we rarely think about the speed we move at. Speed is selected unconsciously, probably weighting different movement objectives. Although the self-selected speed of movement in older adults is usually slower than in young adults, older adults can move at a faster velocity when required. In walking, several studies have investigated the relationship between walking velocity, energy expenditure, and self-selected speed (71,72). However, these relationships are less clear for the standing up movement.

As the speed of the standing-up movement increases, the onset and maximum value of vertical momentum increases, whereas the horizontal momentum maintains the same timing and has a disproportionally smaller increase from slow to fast speeds (73,74). Limiting the peak horizontal momentum at different speeds is a movement strategy to maintain equilibrium at the end of the task (standing balance) and was found in both young and older adults (75,76). The quadriceps and erector spinae muscle activate earlier in fast movement conditions, while the tibialis anterior does not change in onset timing. Notably, this might be very different for the STW task, yet no studies have investigated this.

5.2 Stability

Due to a known increased incidence and more severe consequences of a fall, many older adults develop a fear of falling. This fear changes the way they move. In terms of movement objectives, more emphasis is put on stability.

The likelihood of balance loss is closely related to the horizontal position and velocity of the COM at lift-off (73). Anterior position of the COM or an increased forward COM velocity decreases the likelihood of a backward balance loss but increases the likelihood of a forward balance loss (77). Prior work suggests that adults compensate more to prevent a backward balance loss than a forward balance loss, which may be because falls are less likely from a forward balance loss (77,78). However, in STW, the elderly had a significantly lower horizontal momentum, which restricted the anterior
progression of the COM into walking (27). This strategy could be an indication of stability considerations or could also be related to the inability to generate this horizontal momentum.

Older adults activate all involved ankle plantarflexors prior to the time of seat off, while young adults activate these muscles later (31,41). This difference in muscle activation timing may represent a stabilization strategy in the elderly. The peak magnitude of the muscle activations tends to be greater for older adults than for the young, and significantly different for the rectus femoris (31,51) and the hamstrings (51). These studies together suggest that elderly people activate their muscles at higher levels to accomplish the standing up movement. This higher activation is partly because older adults have strength deficits, and thus the relative effort is higher for older adults in the same movement. In addition, the higher activations in the hamstrings and quadriceps are likely also due to co-contraction, which is thought to increase stiffness and joint stability, but also increase muscle fatigue (51). This is a clear example of Compensation by Reorganisation.

Fallers (elderly people with a history of falling) have different movement strategies in standing-up compared to non-fallers; fallers have a longer rise time and a lower vertical ground reaction force in both STS and STW (79,80). Also, STW fallers demonstrated Compensation by Selection by taking smaller step-lengths at stance-off and a more anterior COM position at lift-off (80). Where non-fallers had a dorsiflexor moment at both lift-off and swing-off in STW, fallers had a plantar-flexor moment. These differences could be either related to reduced dorsiflexor strength in adults with a history of falls (81), or due to the ETF strategy applied by fallers to improve stability compared to the MT strategy used by younger adults (54). In STS, fallers showed Compensation by Reorganisation with an increased activation of the gastrocnemius lateralis. This activation is likely related to a compensation technique to improve stability.

Inadequate compensation after an external perturbation may result in a fall. The compensation strategies between young and older adults after a perturbation are not different. Insufficient concentric knee and hip extensor work prior to lift-off of the recovery step differentiates between falling and recovery (52). In addition, limiting the eccentric knee extensor work at the stance limb to
slow rapid knee flexion is important to avoid a fall. Although the mechanisms of a fall after standing-up were similar between a group of young and older adults, the standing-up strategy was different between groups. Older adults had difficulty increasing the vertical momentum of their centre of mass at lift-off with less kinetic energy prior to this instant (76). This difference in strategy may cause elderly to respond with insufficient knee extensor support to avoid a fall (52).

The studies mentioned in this section evaluated standing up strategies without the use of arms. As the use of arms can support adults in stability (15), more research on this compensation strategy for stability enhancement will be of value for daily life. Also, many of these studies did not look at STW, yet stability will play a significant role in the control of the transfer between standing and walking.

5.4 Pain

Pain is difficult to quantitatively determine in experimental protocols. The most commonly applied methods are the WOMAC questionnaire (33,59,61,63,64) and the visual analogue scale (VAS) (32,61,62,82,83). The presence of pain substantially affects movement strategies. Quantification of pain has been used to categorize participants (59,64), to correlate the pain level to rise-time (33,61), for asymmetries (62,63), and to correlate with the trunk flexion angle (61). Pain avoidance can lead to a compensation long after the pain is mitigated or eliminated in standing up (32). Former stressors or pain in participants might therefore still influence current movement strategies, which the researcher should be aware of when analysing movement strategies in standing up.

Incorporating a pain measure for previous or current experienced pain is therefore advised when analysing (age-related) compensation strategies.
6. Discussion and conclusions

An inability to stand-up or falling during standing-up can significantly diminish quality of life. This is the first time that the Capacity, Reserve, Movement Objectives, and Compensation framework (CaReMoOC) has been used to analyse the effect of ageing on an important functional task. Strategies in standing-up are determined by the trunk movements, arm use, and foot positioning. The change in movement strategies (compensation), for example when people start to rely more on their arms, and the onset of the inability to stand-up are associated with clinical conditions such as frailty. The CaReMoOC framework expresses this in Compensation for Capacity and Compensation for Movement Objectives.

Currently, muscle strength is the most widely studied factor in capacity. Most studies however, have looked at lower-limb strength as an isolated factor. These experimental and modelling studies were unable to establish movement limitations but indicated that compensation for lower limb strength was done via greater trunk flexion. Analysing the literature with CaReMoOC indicates that greater trunk flexion is also used for pain compensation in knee OA patients. Moreover, altered trunk flexion is an indicator of compensation for reduced range of motion of the hip flexion. Therefore, the main cause of compensation by trunk flexion is unclear and is likely to be a combination of factors.

The timed-up-and-go test is a well-used test in the clinic to determine frailty in older adults. Due to Compensation for Capacity and/or Movement Objectives the rise time increases. Increasing the speed of the movement mostly results in increased vertical momentum rather than horizontal momentum, which facilitates standing balance. However, this strategy may be different in STW where the horizontal momentum of the COM can be used in the walking movement, but this has not been tested. Older adults often have less horizontal momentum in STS. Whether this is compensation for muscle weakness, neural decline, a fear of falling (stability), or a combination of these is not clear. For clinicians who want to avoid falls in their patients, understanding the main cause(s) would be beneficial for treatment and advice to patients.
To investigate the interconnectivity and interdependency of the variables and to possibly predict realistic mobility limitations, predictive neuro-musculoskeletal modelling might shed a light on compensation in the future. Predictive modelling allows for analysis of elements of capacity decline on movement separately (84,85). By changing (site-specific) muscle properties and neural properties of the neuro-musculoskeletal model, and weighting of movement objectives, feasible movement strategies after site-specific or pathological specific decline can be determined. Predictive modelling is not dependent on measured kinematics and therefore allows for Compensation by Selection and Reorganisation. Alternative to controlled complex experiments could also be a big data approach to learn from masses of data.

For experimental protocols, the following should be considered:

- Enabling unrestricted arm movements in experimental protocols would better reflect daily-life activities. For clinical translation the trunk and upper-limb joint loading for varying arm rise strategies (e.g. armrests, cane, knees, chair) should be determined.
- Sit-to-stand is a different task than sit-to-walk both in mechanics and control; the lack of research in this latter movement limits the practical translation of research output to daily life practice. Research should aim to close this gap by focussing on the sit-to-walk motion.
- Asymmetries in limb trajectories, ground reaction force, and muscle activations are common in both young and elderly adults. The effects and possible benefits of biomechanical asymmetry strategies on joint loading throughout the body, and potential implications for long-term joint degeneration have yet to be quantified.
- The effect of decline in the neural capacity (for example, sensor and motor noise, nerve conduction speed, proprioception) on compensation in standing up is largely unexplored and should be studied to gain a better understanding of movement limitations.
- Psychological priority changes, such as due to pain or fear of falling, and previous stressors and injuries are scarcely reported in studies on the control of complex motor tasks.
### List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOS</td>
<td>Base of Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaReMoOC</td>
<td>General framework describes mechanisms of movement limitations in the context of strict definitions of neuromusculoskeletal capacity, reserve, movement objectives, and compensation and their combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Centre of Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVR</td>
<td>Dominant vertical rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETF</td>
<td>Exaggerated trunk flexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Momentum Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMSK</td>
<td>Neuro-musculoskeletal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Range of Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Sit-to-stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STW</td>
<td>Sit-to-walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUG</td>
<td>Timed-up-and-go test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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